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Abstract
An algorithm for calculating the clique numbers of circulant graphs is developed and applied
to some circulant graphs of order 149. Then a constructive method is designed to study edge
colorings of the complete graph Kp. Three new lower bounds for Ramsey numbers are obtained
by using this method. They are: R(3; 3; 11)¿ 150, R(3; 4; 8)¿ 150, R(3; 26)¿ 150. ? 2002
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1. Main results
In this paper, Kr always denote the complete graph with r vertices. Assume that
n distinct colors c1; : : : ; cn and integers q1; : : : ; qn¿ 3 are given. The n-color Ramsey
number R(q1; q2; : : : ; qn) is the minimum positive integer r satisfying the following
condition: for every coloring of the edges of the Kr with colors c1; c2; : : : ; cn, there
exists at least one complete subgraph B with qi vertices such that all edges of B have
the same color ci for some 16 i6 n.
Although the existence of Ramsey numbers is a basic result in combinatorics, it is
very di;cult to <nd their exact values [2] because of the exponentially long compu-
tation. For example, in order to show R(3; 8) = 28, McKay and Zhang ran a program
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on 11 Sun workstations for about 20 000 h in 1990 [4]. It seems that no breakthrough
on Ramsey numbers has appeared so far. For most values q1; : : : ; qn, it is reasonable to
look for the lower and upper bounds for R(q1; : : : ; qn). For more details, please consult
the survey article [5] in which recent results of Ramsey numbers were listed.
By making use of circulant graphs of prime order, we obtained some new lower
bounds in [6–10]. Based on the previous work, we develop a new method in this
paper. Concretely speaking, for a speci<c prime number p, we calculate the clique
numbers of some circulant graphs Gp(A) through studying all possible edge colorings
of Kp by a constructive method. Then the new lower bounds for Ramsey numbers
related to the prime number p can possibly be obtained. We made computation for the
case p= 149 and obtain three new lower bounds for Ramsey numbers as follows.
Theorem 1. The following inequalities hold:
R(3; 3; 11)¿ 150; R(3; 4; 8)¿ 150; R(3; 26)¿ 150:
Of course there are chances to obtain other new lower bounds if one applies the
same method to other prime number p.
The <rst two lower bounds in our theorem improves Robertson’s results. Robertson
[17] established an inequality
R(3; k; l)¿ 4R(k; l− 2)− 3;
which reNects the relationship between a special class of 3-color Ramsey numbers and
the 2-color ones. Using this inequality he derived R(3; 3; 11)¿ 141 and R(3; 4; 8)¿ 137
from R(3; 9) = 36 [3] and R(4; 6)¿ 35 [1], respectively.
The third lower bound in our theorem has been announced in a short article [8].
The material is organized as follows. In the next section, some theoretical prob-
lems about circulant graphs are discussed. Then an algorithm for calculating the clique
numbers of circulant graphs is described in Section 3. In Section 4 we choose three
circulant graphs G149(A) and determine their clique numbers. The last section contains
the proof of Theorem 1.
2. Circulant graph and its clique number
Before discussing the concepts and properties of circulant graphs in this section, let
us <x some notations. For a given prime number p¿ 5, let
Zp = {(1− p)=2; : : : ;−1; 0; 1; : : : ; (p− 1)=2}
and
Z+p = {1; 2; : : : ; (p− 1)=2}:
In the rest of the paper, integers and their algebraic operation results, unless stated
otherwise, will always be considered to be integers in Zp, and the ordinary equal
symbol “=” stands for “congruent modulo p”. The absolute value of an element a in
Zp is de<ned to be the element b∈Z+p ∪ {0} such that (a− b)(a+ b) = 0.
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Denition 1. For a selected parameter set A ⊂ Z+p ; a circulant graph of order p with
parameter set A; denoted by Gp(A); is the graph with V = Zp as its vertex set and
E = {{x; y} | |x − y| ∈A} as its edge set.
Circulant graphs have the following basic property:
Lemma 1. Assume that a=1 or a=−1 and b∈Zp. Then for an arbitrary parameter
set A; the linear transformation f : x → ax+ b of Zp onto itself is an automorphism
of the graph Gp(A).
Proof. It is evident that f is an one–one mapping of Zp to itself. For an arbitrary
edge {x; y} of Gp(A); it follows from the assumption a= 1 or a=−1 such that
|x − y| ∈A⇔ |f(x)− f(y)|
= |a(x − y)|
= |x − y| ∈A:
This shows that f is an automorphism of Gp(A).
In the following discussion, we further study the clique numbers of Gp(A). The
so-called derived graphs will play an important role in the computation of the clique
numbers. So we <rst give its de<nition.
Denition 2. Let A ⊆ Z+p and let B={x∈Zp | |x| ∈A}. A derived subgraph from B; de-
noted by G[B]; is a graph with B as its vertex set and {{x; y} | |x−y| ∈A and x; y∈B}
as its edge set.
There is a relation between the clique number of a circulant graph and the counterpart
of its derived subgraph:
Theorem 2. Let [A] be the clique number of Gp(A) and [B] the clique number of
G[B]; then [A] = [B] + 1.
Proof. From De<nition 2; for any vertex x of a [B]-vertex clique of G[B] we always
have |x − 0| = |x| ∈A. It follows from De<nition 1 that vertex 0 and all vertices of
the [B]-vertex clique of G[B] form a ([B] + 1)-vertex clique of Gp(A). This implies
that [A]¿ [B] + 1. To complete the proof; we need to verify the reverse inequality
[A]6 [B] + 1.
Assume that [A] = k¿ 2. This implies that there exists a k-vertex clique {x1;
x2; : : : ; xk}. Performing transformation f(x)= x− x1 on Gp(A), it follows from Lemma
1 that {0; f(x2); : : : ; f(xk)} is still a clique of Gp(A). Hence {f(x2); : : : ; f(xk)} is a
clique of G[B] by De<nition 2. Therefore [B]¿ k − 1, namely, [A] = k6 [B] + 1.
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By De<nition 2 we also have
y∈B; |y − a| ∈A⇔ −y∈B; | − y + a| ∈A:
This implies
Lemma 2. For a∈B; denote d(a) = |{y∈B | |y − a| ∈A}|; then d(a) = d(−a).
Denition 3. For x; y∈B; we denote x ≺ y if x and y satisfy one of the following
three conditions:
(i) d(x)¡d(y);
(ii) d(x) = d(y) and |x|¡ |y|;
(iii) d(x) = d(y); y =−x and x¿ 0.
Obviously, B is a totally ordered set with ≺. x ≺ y is read as “x precedes y” or “y
succeeds x”.
Denition 4. Suppose that x0 ≺ x1 ≺ · · · ≺ xk (k¿ 1) is a chain of length k with x0
as its starting point on the totally ordered set (B;≺). If |xi − xj| ∈A holds for every
pair i; j (06 i¡ j6 k); then the chain is called an A-chain.
We denote by l(x0) the maximal length of all A-chains with x0 as starting point. If
there is no such A-chain with length k¿ 1, then we set l(x0) = 0 by convention.
Theorem 3. The following equality holds:
[B] = 1 + max{l(a) | a∈A}:
Proof. If [B] = 1 the theorem is obviously true. So we may assume that [B]¿ 2.
If x0 ≺ x1 ≺ · · · xk is an A-chain, then |xi − xj| ∈A holds for 16 i¡ j6 k. This
means that the k+1 vertices of the chain constitute a clique of G[B], thus [B]¿ k+1.
This implies that [B]¿ 1 + max{l(a) | a∈A}.
On the other hand, if we assume [B]=1+k (k¿ 1), then there exists a (k+1)-vertex
clique of G[B]. After sorting the k+1 vertices of this clique in terms of ≺, we obtain
an A-chain of length k. Denote this A-chain by x0 ≺ x1 ≺ · · · ≺ xk . Let us discuss the
two cases x0 ∈A and x0 ∈ A.
If x0 ∈A, then k6 l(x0)6max{l(a) | a∈A}. The proof is concluded.
If x0 ∈ A, then −x0 ∈A. It follows from Lemma 1 that the linear transformation
f : x → −x is an automorphism of Gp(A). Thus it maps the clique {x0; x1; : : : ; xk}
of G[B] to {−x0;−x1; : : : ;−xk}. By the de<nition of total ordering ≺ we see that if
x0 ≺ x1 and −x0 ∈A then x0 and x1 will belong to two diRerent 2-element subsets
{−x0; x0} and {|x1|;−|x1|}, respectively. Thus the starting point of the A-chain which
is formed by k +1 vertices {−x0;−x1; : : : ;−xk} must be −x0. Since −x0 ∈A, we have
k6 l(−x0)6max{l(a) | a∈A}.
Through the above analysis we see that [B]=1+k6max{l(a) | a∈A} always holds.
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
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The following result about d(a) and [B] can be easily deduced from Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. max{d(a) | a∈A}= 0 if and only if [B] = 1.
Proof. Assume that max{d(a) | a∈A}=0. Since d(a)= |{y∈B | |y− a| ∈A}|; for any
a∈A; |y − a| ∈ A holds for every y∈B. This means that for any a∈A there is no
such A-chain of positive length starting from a; i.e.; max{l(a) | a∈A}=0; thus [B]=1.
Conversely, if [B]=1, then Theorem 3 implies that max{l(a) | a∈A}=0. Hence for
arbitrary a∈A we always have l(a)=0. This amounts to saying that there is no y∈B
such that a ≺ y and |y − a| ∈A. Thus, d(a) = 0.
3. An algorithm for computing the clique number of Gp(A)
The results discussed above imply a method to calculate the clique number of a cir-
culant graph. As a matter of fact, in order to compute the clique number [A] of Gp(A)
it su;ces to compute the clique number [B] of its derived subgraph G[B] due to The-
orem 2. Moreover, it can be further converted to the computation of max{l(a) | a∈A}
by Theorem 3. Once a parameter set A is selected we can always calculate l(a)
by <nding the A-chains with a as the starting point for each a∈A and eventually
max{l(a) | a∈A} can be obtained. Nevertheless, before the above process, the case of
max{l(a) | a∈A}=0 need to be picked out. This can be done by determining whether
max{d(a) | a∈A} is equal to zero.
The algorithm can be written as follows.
Algorithm 1. Computation of the clique number of Gp(A)
Input: a selected prime number p
a set of parameters A= {a1; a2; : : : ; ar} ⊂ Z+p
Output: the clique number [A] of Gp(A)
BEGIN
B:={a1;−a1; a2;−a2; : : : ; ar ;−ar}
flag:=0;
FOR each a∈A DO
BEGIN
d(a):=0
FOR each y∈B DO
BEGIN
IF |y − a| ∈A THEN d(a):=d(a) + 1
END
IF d(a) =0 THEN flag:=1
END
IF flag= 0 THEN
BEGIN
[A]:= 2
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exit the program
END
Sort the elements of B according to ≺ and
save them in array b which will have the form of
{a1;−a1; a2;−a2; : : : ; ar ;−ar}, where
{ai : 16 i6 r} is a permutation of {ai: 16 i6 r}
FOR i:=1 TO r DO
BEGIN
<nd all A-chains starting from b(2i − 1) (i.e. ai)
l(b(2i − 1)):=the maximal length of all above A-chains
END
[B]:=1 + max{l(ai): 16 i6 r}
[A]:=[B] + 1
END
For each ai ∈A, we use depth-<rst search to <nd all A-chains starting from it. In
the algorithm, only those A-chains with a as starting point are searched. On the other
hand, the sorting of B in terms of ≺ can save backtracking time. These two measures
enhance the e;ciency of the algorithm. Nevertheless, One weakness of this algorithm
is that it cannot automatically <nish the task of selecting appropriate parameter set A
such that the eRective lower bound can be derived.
4. The clique numbers of circulant graphs
We have mentioned in the <rst section that our main results in this paper are obtained
from the circulant graph for the speci<c prime number p= 149. Hence, the following
discussion applies to the circulant graphs G149(A) only.
Lemma 3. For selected parameter sets
A1 = {1; 4; 7; 10; 13; 19; 21; 24; 27; 30; 35; 44; 50; 58};
A2 = {2; 3; 12; 16; 17; 22; 23; 31; 36; 41; 42; 55; 60; 61; 68; 74};
A3 = {1; 4; 6; 11; 27; 32; 34; 37; 39; 42; 44; 60; 67; 72};
and
A4 = {1; 4; 15; 27; 33; 36; 38; 44; 46; 55; 62; 64};
we have [A1] = [A2] = [A3] = [A4] = 2.
Proof. Let A=A1. Set B= {x | |x| ∈A}. It is easy to verify that for arbitrary a∈A and
y∈B; |y − a| ∈ A always holds; thus max{d(a) | a∈A} = 0. By Theorem 4; [B] = 1
can be inferred. Hence [A1] = 2 is obtained by Theorem 2. The other results can be
showed analogously.
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Lemma 4. For the parameter set
A5 = {2; 14; 16; 19; 20; 22; 23; 28; 31; 33; 38; 40; 41; 56; 58; 61; 66; 69; 73; 74};
we have [A5] = 3.
Proof. Let A= A5 and B= {x | |x| ∈A}. By Algorithm 1; we obtain
d(23) = d(31) = 4;
d(66) = d(73) = 7;
d(16) = d(41) = 8;
d(28) = d(40) = 9;
d(14) = d(19) = d(20) = d(22) = d(58) = d(74) = 10;
d(56) = d(69) = 11;
d(2) = d(61) = 12;
d(33) = d(38) = 15:
Hence; the elements of B can be arranged in the ascending order according to ≺:
(B;≺) = {23;−23; 31;−31; 66;−66; 73;−73; 16;−16
41;−41; 28;−28; 40;−40; 14;−14; 19;−19;
20;−20; 22;−22; 58;−58; 74;−74; 56;−56;
69;−69; 2;−2; 61;−61; 33;−33; 38;−38}:
Let us consider A-chains with a= 23 as starting point. From the computation of d(a);
we get
{y∈B | |y − a| ∈A}= {56; 61;−33;−38}:
Thereby the longest A-chain with a= 23 as starting point is 23 ≺ 56; thus l(23) = 1.
Analogously; it can be proved that l(a)6 1 holds for any other a∈A. Thus from
[B] = 1 + max{l(a) | a∈A}= 2 we <nally show that [A5] = [A] = 3.
Lemma 5. For the parameter set
A6 = {3; 5; 7; 8; 9; 10; 12; 13; 15; 17; 18; 21; 24; 25; 26; 29; 30; 35; 36; 43; 45;
46; 47; 48; 49; 50; 51; 52; 53; 54; 55; 57; 59; 62; 63; 64; 65; 68; 70; 71};
we have [A6] = 7.
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Proof. Let A= A6 and B= {x | |x| ∈A}. By algorithm 1; we obtain
d(13) = d(24) = d(26) = d(48) = d(59) = d(63) = 37;
d(15) = d(29) = d(64) = d(65) = 38;
d(7) = d(9) = d(10) = d(25) = d(51) = d(57) = 39;
d(12) = d(46) = d(62) = d(68) = 40;
d(21) = d(30) = d(49) = d(52) = d(53) = d(70) = 41;
d(18) = d(43) = d(45) = d(47) = 43;
d(8) = d(54) = 44;
d(3) = d(17) = 46;
d(35) = d(36) = d(50) = d(55) = 47;
d(5) = d(71) = 48:
Hence; the elements of B can be arranged in the ascending order according to ≺:
(B;≺) = {13;−13; 24;−24; 26;−26; 48;−48; 59;−59
63;−63; 15;−15; 29;−29; 64;−64; 65;−65;
7;−7; 9;−9; 10;−10; 25;−25; 51;−51;
57;−57; 12;−12; 46;−46; 62;−62; 68;−68;
21;−21; 30;−30; 49;−49; 52;−52; 53;−53;
70;−70; 18;−18; 43;−43; 45;−45; 47;−47;
8;−8; 54;−54; 3;−3; 17;−17; 35;−35; 36;−36;
50;−50; 55;−55; 5;−5; 71;−71}:
Let us consider A-chains with a= 13 as starting point. From the computation of d(a);
we get
{y∈B | |y − a| ∈A}= {−13; 26; 48; 59; 63; 64; 65;−65
10; 25;−51;−57;−12;−46; 62;
68;−68; 21; 30;−30; 49;−49;−52;
70; 18; 43; 8;−8; 3;−17;−35;−36;
−50;−55; 5;−5;−71}:
Thereby, the longest A-chain with a = 13 as starting point is 13 ≺ 48 ≺ 65 ≺
30 ≺ −55 ≺ −5, thus l(13) = 5. Analogously, it can be proved that l(a)6 5 holds
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for any other a∈A. Thus, from [B] = 1 + max{l(a) | a∈A} = 6 we <nally show that
[A6] = [A] = 7.
Lemma 6. For the parameter set
A7 = {5; 6; 8; 9; 11; 14; 15; 18; 20; 25; 26; 28; 29; 32; 33; 34; 37; 38; 39; 40; 43; 45; 46;
47; 48; 49; 51; 52; 53; 54; 56; 57; 59; 62; 63; 64; 65; 66; 67; 69; 70; 71; 72; 73};
we have [A7] = 10.
Proof. Let A= A7 and B= {x | |x| ∈A}. By Algorithm 1; we obtain
d(56) = d(69) = 43;
d(49) = d(70) = 44;
d(66) = d(73) = 45;
d(59) = d(63) = 49;
d(32) = d(46) = d(62) = d(67) = 50;
d(15) = d(18) = d(47) = d(52) = d(53) = d(64) = 51;
d(29) = d(65) = 52;
d(9) = d(28) = d(40) = d(43) = d(45) = d(51) = 53;
d(8) = d(26) = d(48) = d(54) = 54;
d(5) = d(11) = d(25) = d(37) = d(57) = d(71) = 55;
d(33) = d(38) = 56;
d(39) = d(72) = 58;
d(6) = d(34) = 60;
d(14) = d(20) = 66:
Hence; the elements of B can be arranged in the ascending order according to ≺:
(B;≺) = {56;−56; 69;−69; 49;−49; 70;−70; 66;−66
73;−73; 59;−59; 63;−63; 32;−32; 46;−46;
62;−62; 67;−67; 15;−15; 18;−18; 47;−47
52;−52; 53;−53; 64;−64; 29;−29; 65;−65;
9;−9; 28;−28; 40;−40; 43;−43; 45;−45;
51;−51; 8;−8; 26;−26; 48;−48; 54;−54;
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5;−5; 11;−11; 25;−25; 37;−37; 57;−57;
71;−71; 33;−33; 38;−38; 39;−39; 72;−72;
6;−6; 34;−34; 14;−14; 20;−20}:
Let us consider A-chains with a= 56 as starting point. From the computation of d(a);
we get
{y∈B | |y − a| ∈A}= {−56; 70;−73;−59;−46; 62; 67;−67
−15; 18; 47;−47;−53; 64;−64;−29
65;−65; 9;−9; 28;−28;−40; 45;−45
51; 8;−8;−26; 48;−48;−54; 5; 11;−11;
−37; 71; 38;−39;−6;−34;−14;−20}:
Therefore, the longest A-chain with a = 56 as starting point is 56 ≺ 70 ≺ −59 ≺
18 ≺ 64 ≺ −65 ≺ −45 ≺ −8 ≺ 38, thus l(56) = 8. Analogously, it can be proved
that l(a)6 8 holds for any other a∈A. Thus, from [B] = 1+max{l(a) | a∈A}=9 we
<nally show that [A7] = [A] = 10.
Lemma 7. For the parameter set
A8 = {2; 3; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14; 16; 17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25;
26; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32; 34; 35; 37; 39; 40; 41; 42; 43; 45; 47; 48; 49; 50; 51;
52; 53; 54; 56; 57; 58; 59; 60; 61; 63; 65; 66; 67; 68; 69; 70; 71; 72; 73; 74};
we have [A8] = 25.
Proof. Let A= A8 and B= {x | |x| ∈A}. By Algorithm 1; we obtain
d(25) = d(57) = 100;
d(7) = d(10) = d(12) = d(13) = d(14) = d(20) = d(22) = d(24)
=d(52) = d(53) = d(68) = d(74) = 101;
d(21) = d(30) = d(66) = d(73) = 102;
d(3) = d(5) = d(6) = d(16) = d(17) = d(34) = d(35) = d(41)
=d(43) = d(45) = d(50) = d(56) = d(69) = d(71) = 103;
d(8) = d(39) = d(54) = d(72) = 104;
d(9) = d(18) = d(19) = d(23) = d(26) = d(28) = d(29) = d(31)
=d(32) = d(40) = d(42) = d(47) = d(48) = d(49) = d(51) = d(58)
=d(59) = d(60) = d(63) = d(65) = d(67) = d(70) = 105;
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d(2) = d(61) = 106;
d(11) = d(37) = 107:
Hence; the elements of B can be arranged in the ascending order according to ≺:
(B8;≺) = {25;−25; 57;−57; 7;−7; 10;−10; 12;−12;
13;−13; 14;−14; 20;−20; 22;−22; 24;−24;
52;−52; 53;−53; 68;−68; 74;−74; 21;−21;
30;−30; 66;−66; 73;−73; 3;−3; 5;−5; 6;−6;
16;−16; 17;−17; 34;−34; 35;−35; 41;−41;
43;−43; 45;−45; 50;−50; 56;−56; 69;−69;
71;−71; 8;−8; 39;−39; 54;−54; 72;−72; 9;−9;
18;−18; 19;−19; 23;−23; 26;−26; 28;−28;
29;−29; 31;−31; 32;−32; 40;−40; 42;−42;
47;−47; 48;−48; 49;−49; 51;−51; 58;−58;
59;−59; 60;−60; 63;−63; 65;−65; 67;−67;
70;−70; 2;−2; 61;−61; 11;−11; 37;−37}:
Let us consider A-chains with a= 25 as starting point. From the computation of d(a);
we get
{y∈B | |y − a| ∈A}= {−25; 57;−57; 7;−7;−10; 12;−12;
13; 14;−14; 20;−20; 22;−22;−24;−52;
53;−53; 68;−68; 74;−74; 30; 66;−66;
73;−73; 3;−3; 5;−5; 6;−6; 16;−16;
17;−17; 34;−34; 35;−35; 41;−41; 43;
−43; 45;−45; 50;−50; 56;−56;−71; 8;
39; 54;−54; 72;−72; 9;−9; 18;−18; 19;
23;−23;−26; 28;−28;−29; 31;−31; 32;
−32;−40; 42;−42; 47;−47; 48;−48; 49;
−49; 51;−51;−58; 59;−59; 60;−63; 65;
−65; 67;−67; 70;−70; 2;−61; 11; 37}:
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Therefore; the longest A-chain with a = 25 as starting point is 25 ≺ 57 ≺ 12 ≺
−12 ≺ 14 ≺ −14 ≺ 20 ≺ −20 ≺ 68 ≺ −68 ≺ 9 ≺ −9 ≺ 23 ≺ 28 ≺ −31 ≺
−40 ≺ 49 ≺ −49 ≺ 51 ≺ −51 ≺ −63 ≺ 70 ≺ −70 ≺ −61; thus l(25) = 23.
Analogously; it can be proved that l(a)6 23 holds for any other a∈A. Thus; from
[B] = 1 + max{l(a) | a∈A}= 24 we <nally show that [A8] = [A] = 25.
Though some simple cases can be computed by hand, here all clique numbers are
calculated on a PIII 500 PC. It takes about 10 min to <nish all the above computations.
5. The proof of Theorem 1
In order to give the proof of Theorem 1 properly, we need to introduce the concept
of partition.
Denition 5. n(S) = {S1; S2; : : : ; Sn} is an n-partition of S = Z+p if it satis<es the
following conditions:
(i) Z+p = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ · · · ∪ Sn;
(ii) Si = ∅;
(iii) Si ∩ Sj = ∅ for i = j.
The edge set of Kp with Zp as its vertex set is
E = {{x; y} | x; y∈Zp}:
Assuming there is an n-partition of E:
n(E) = {E1; E2; : : : ; En};
where
Ei = {{x; y}∈E | |x − y| ∈ Si} (16 i6 n);
we say that the edges in Ei are Si-colored or the edges in Ei are edges of color Si.
Clearly, the partition n(E) induces a coloring with n colors to the edges of Kp. By the
de<nition of circulant graph, it is easy to see that subgraph Gp(Si) = (Zp; Ei) derived
from edges of color Si is a circulant graph of order p about the parameter set A= Si.
Similarly, we denote the clique number of Si by [Si].
From Ramsey’s theorem, we have the following conclusion:
Lemma 8. R([S1] + 1; [S2] + 1; : : : ; [Sn] + 1)¿p+ 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let p= 149.
1. Let S1 = A1; S2 = A2 and S3 = A7. Then {S1; S2; S3} is a 3-partition of Z+p . By
Lemma 3 and Lemma 6 we have [S1] = 2, [S2] = 2 and [S3] = 10. By Lemma 8 this
implies R(3; 3; 11)¿ 150.
2. Let S1 =A3; S2 =A5 and S3 =A6. Then {S1; S2; S3} is also a 3-partition of Z+p . By
Lemmas 3, 4 and 5 we have [S1] = 2, [S2] = 3 and [S3] = 7. By Lemma 8 this implies
R(3; 4; 8)¿ 150.
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3. Let S1 = A4 and S2 = A8. Then {S1; S2} is a 2-partition of Z+p . By Lemma 3 and
Lemma 7 we have [S1] = 2 and [S2] = 25. By Lemma 8 this implies R(3; 26)¿ 150.
The proof of Theorem 1 is concluded.
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